From the view point of relationship with space composition and the usage of space, this paper aims at evaluating the space function of the welfare home reused a wooden house. This house satisfies the scale requirement for the welfare home to be the large one-story house of floorage 228 �. The composition of rooms connected in the veranda corridor should make the use change of the space by the slight improvement possible with securing the independence of the room. It is pointed out as the terms of building that realized the space composition as the welfare home. The act in veranda space to look at the Japanese garden is induced by the improvement design that leaves the atmosphere of tradition house, and the point that can become the home feeling the dearness of wooden house for the old people is important. It is the part left as the subject of improvement plan about securing of the homogeneous heat environment of the building, the dispersion of the office work space and the shortage of the passage width. These are spatial terms of restriction of the use change by the improvement of existent building if the existence of the upper limit of improvement cost is taken into consideration.
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